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Programming Your SmartStat TH111-P-GFCI Thermostat
1. Set The Time and Date

3. Set The Day And Night Temperatures

Remove the cover from the thermostat and use the buttons on the bottom
right. Simply press on DAY as many times as needed to get to the right day.
Do the same with HOUR and MIN to set the current
time.

During the programmed periods, the thermostat will pull the temperature
requested under the " " settings (logo at bottom of the thermostat). Between
the periods, the " " settings will be applied.

2. Program The Time Settings
Unless you want to leave your thermostat on 24/7, you
will have to select "heating periods". You can program up to two periods per day, for example, one in the
morning and one in the evening.
We'll follow a classic example for a bathroom,
where we'll heat from 7 to 10 AM and from 5 to 8
PM.
Press on PGM, until the screen shows a little house
with the number 1 inside ( ). This is the start of the
first heating period.
To program the same settings for every day of the
week, press on DAY for three seconds. All the days
should appear on the screen.
Using HOUR and MIN, select the start time, 7 AM in
our example.
Press on PGM again, to see the second house with a
number 2 inside ( ).
Using HOUR and MIN, select the ending time of the
first period, here 10 AM.
Press on PGM to see the third house (

).

Again, using HOUR and MIN select the start of the
second heating period, here 5 PM.
Press one last time on PGM to see the fourth and last
house (
).
Select the ending time of the second period with HOUR and MIN, here 8
PM.
Press on MODE
You can also heat from morning to evening (which is common in
kitchens) and only use one "period".

To select a comfort temperature ( ), use the up and down
arrows until you reach the requested temperature and
press immediately on for 3 seconds. After a few seconds,
the original (current) floor temperature should be displayed
again. To select the "off-peak" temperature, use the arrows
and press on for 3 seconds.
Little flames on the screen should (
is heating.

) show if the product

4. Recommendation
To change the settings for the weekend or to set the
thermostat when you are away for longer periods of
time, please refer to the complete instructions included
with your control.
An average heating temperature is usually between 80 to
82 degrees. If you chose an "off-peak" temperature that
is much lower, the thermostat will take longer to reach
the comfort level. If you choose an off-peak temperature,
of between 70 to 75 degrees, the thermostat will quickly
return to the comfort level. Since every installation is
different (subfloor, flooring, insulation, comfort levels)
it is up to you to find your favorite settings.
5. Manual And Automatic
The thermostat can be switched from manual to automatic
by pressing the MODE button. Manual settings will show a
" " at the bottom left of the screen while automatic settings will show a " ". Time and temperature settings will
only be respected in the automatic ( ) mode. In manual, it
will keep your floor at the comfort ( ) level.
6. Contact
For more information or in case of problems, call AUBE TECHNOLOGIES at
1-800-831-AUBE or WARMLYYOURS at 1-800-875-5285. You can email
me at info@warmlyyours.com for feedback and details. ENJOY YOUR
WARM FLOORS!
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